
 

 

Job Description 
 
 

JOB TITLE               REGIONAL PROCUREMENT ADVISOR (RPA) 

DURATION Permanent 

SALARY £37,000 (inc LWA) + Car Allowance (£4,000) 

RESPONSIBLE TO    Communications and Engagement Manager 

RESPONSIBLE FOR   London, South East, East Anglia & East Midlands 

LOCATION Home Based  

Statement of Job Purpose 

Main duties will include the representation of Crescent Purchasing Ltd Group (CPL) via the 
undertaking of college, schools, academy visits. Presenting at regional Procurement Advisory 
Group Further Education (PAG FE) meetings, attendance at relevant Academy related events 
and provision of certain purchasing training as required by Crescent Purchasing Consortium 
(CPC) members.  
 
The promotion of the CPL Group as a purchasing partner of choice and the benefit of utilising 
CPC framework agreements is the core component of this post. The provision of general 
purchasing advice usually working remotely with the Head CPC office may also be required. 

 

Main Duties and Responsibilities 

Purchasing Duties and Responsibilities 

 

1. To attend FE colleges and Academies/ schools as required, presenting to audiences of 

varying levels regarding the CPL Group. This will usually require a presentation on the 

benefits of framework agreements, a demonstration of the CPC website, the services 

offered by Tenet Education Services and a short presentation on EU procurement 

regulations as they apply to the education sector. 

 

2. To be recognised as the CPC representative by the colleges and larger multi academy 

trusts across the geographical area detailed in Location above, forging relationships with 

influential parties in the institutions to encourage use of CPC framework agreements and 

Tenet Education Services. 

 

3. To attend the PAG FE purchasing team regional meetings within the region outlined above 

(or other areas as instructed) representing the CPC. This will entail a presentation to the 



 

 

group and the gathering of market intelligence to be reported back to the CPC as well as 

the preparation and distribution of agenda and minutes from the PAG meetings. 

 

4. Answer internal and external queries, using professional purchasing techniques to help 

provide a full purchasing advisory service to CPC members and dealing with all queries in 

a professional and courteous manner. 

 

5. To attend on behalf of the CPC any relevant FE/ Academy/ School conferences as directed. 

  

6. Through the use of Continuous Professional Development (CPD) and proactive research, 

keep abreast of any changes in EU procurement and contracting procedures and 

legislation. 

 
7. To be a major contact for member queries and requests for help acting as a conduit for 

the main CPC office. 

 

8. To be part of or to offer basic purchasing training sessions to regional groups of Academies 

or other groups as required. 

 
9. To work with senior managers on various purchasing projects both inputting information 

and undertaking projects as directed.  

 
10. Collect and input intelligence on CPC members into the company’s Customer Relationship 

Management system (CRM).  

 
11. Assist in the instigation and undertaking of marketing exercises in relation to CPC 

recruitment of members or increased collaboration under the direction of the Managing 

Director. 

 
12. The candidate will need to ensure they have access to members across the relevant 

regions and this will necessitate substantial and realistic travel across the assigned 

territory. 

 

Other Duties and Responsibilities 
 
1. Undertake or assist other members of the team in presentations, seminars and training 

sessions as required. 

 

2. Attend meetings, conferences and other events fully representing the CPC as required.  

 



 

 

3. This role will be required to undertake travel relevant to the requirements of this role 

across the UK, to particularly cover the geographical area detailed in Location above. 

 
4. Undertake other duties as prescribed by the Managing Director or Group Leadership 

Team. 

 
5. Become proficient in the use of all relevant purchasing software requirements, including 

the operation of the “CPC Sourcing Cloud” (electronic tendering) software and other 

related systems. 

 

Person Specification 

Purchasing Requirements 

1. Must be either working towards or have attained full corporate membership of the 

Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply (MCIPS) 

2. Must have substantial and demonstrable experience of working within a professional 

purchasing environment within the public sector.  (Education sector desirable).  

3. Must have an excellent knowledge of EU procurement legislation 

4. Must have experience of contracting procedures 

5. Must be highly organised and able to manage own diary, allowing the role to 

fundamentally be self-managed and able to motivate yourself from your ‘base’ location  

6. Must be able to understand and to promote the advantages of collaborative contracts to 

maximise take-up and increase collaboration 

7. Must be able to provide purchasing/contracting advice to other members of staff to 

enable them to advise members  

8. Must be confident in presenting on procurement topics to a range of stakeholders 

 

Personal Requirements 
1. Must be able to communicate effectively at all levels of an organisation and with external 

agencies, both verbally and in writing 

2. Must be computer literate with a sound knowledge of the use of standard Office software 

packages. Must be prepared to learn new software systems and packages including the 

Group CRM database 

3. Must have excellent organisational skills and the ability to work independently without 

supervision when necessary 

4. Must possess self-motivational abilities 

5. Must possess excellent self confidence whilst also possessing a calm and patient manner 

6. Must be willing to undertake further training or educational courses/ Continuous 

Professional Development as is deemed applicable and appropriate to the support and 

development of the CPC 

7. Previous experience of working in purchasing in, or for, the public sector is essential 

8. Knowledge of e-tendering and other purchasing software is essential 



 

 

9. A full UK driving licence is essential. A car allowance will be provided for the 

purchase/lease/maintenance of a suitable vehicle. 

10. Must be willing and able to undertake substantial and regular travel by car across the 

broad geographical area detailed in Location above in order to facilitate meetings and 

presentations  at FE Colleges and Academies/ schools as required 

 
 
Disclaimer  
 
The job duties, elements, responsibilities, skills, functions and the requirements and 
conditions listed in this job description are representative only and not exclusive of the tasks 
that any employee may be required to perform.  The Job Description will be reviewed annually 
as part of the performance review process and Crescent Purchasing Ltd reserves the right to 
revise this job description at any time. 
 

Crescent Purchasing Ltd is an Equal Opportunities Employer and committed to Equality 
and Diversity. 


